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This invention relates to a cleaning and classifying 
machine which, while capable of moregeneral applica 
tion, is particularly useful for cleaning and classifying 
tobacco products such, for example, as a mixture of 
tobacco strips and stems. 

In the present instance, the invention will be described 
as applied to the cleaning and classifying of mixtures of 
tobacco strips and stems, but it will be obvious that the 
novel principles and procedures involved, are applicable, 
in Whole or in part, to the cleaning and classifying of 
various other materials. 
The term “strip” is herein used to designate a tobacco 

leaf, or a part thereof, which has been detached from the 
stem. 
The term “clean stems” is herein used to designate 

tobacco leaf stems from which all laminae have been 
removed. 

_ The term “dirty stems” is herein used to designate 
tobacco leaf stems having laminae attached thereto. 
The term “lamina” is herein used to designate a frag 

ment of tobacco leaf attached to a stem. 
A salient feature of the invention is the provision of a 

pneumatic cleaning and classifying machine in which the 
design and assembly of the component parts is such as to 
effect a substantial reduction in cost and ?oor space re 
quirements as compared with previously available instal 
lations for doing the same work. 
Another feature of the invention is the provision of a 

pneumatic cleaning and classifying machine in which the 
cleaning and classifying operations and the conveyance 
of the classi?ed material from the machine is accom 
plished by the use of air currents in the absence of me 
chanical conveying means such as belt conveyors or the 
like. 
Another feature of the invention is the provision of an 

pneumatic cleaning and classifying machine in which all 
of the air used for classifying and conveying purposes is 
supplied by a single fan and, with the exception of a small 
amount, which is preferably bled oif to maintain a slight 
negative pressure in the machine, is re-circulated and 
reused without being discharged to atmosphere. 
Another object of the invention is the provision of a 

cleaning and classifying machine, which is completely 
pneumatic in operation and in which high velocity jets of 
air are used in a novel manner in combination with pneu 
matic classifying chambers and pneumatic conveying 
systems to effect an exceptional e?icient cleaning and 
classi?cation of the material being treated. 
A further feature of the invention is the provision of 

a pneumatic cleaning and classifying machine, in which 
the material being classi?ed is projected into a series of 
classifying chambers by high velocity jets of air and in 
which the air jets are efficiently employed in combina 
tion with the classifying chambers to free lighter particles 
of the material being classi?ed from ‘lumps in which such 
lighter particles are entangled with or entrapped by 
heavier particles. ‘ ~ , 
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A further feature of the invention is the provisioncf 

a pneumatic cleaning and classifying machine in which 
the material being classi?ed is projected into each of a 
plurality of classifying chambers by high velocity jets of 
air delivered through suitable jet nozzles, the air thus de 
livered to the classifying chambers being returned to the 
suction side of a fan from which this air is again delivered 
under pressure to the jet nozzles. , 
A further feature of the invention is the provision o 

a pneumatic cleaning and classifying machine of the 
character described, in which asingle fan is employed for‘ 
supplying the required air to the jet nozzles and to the 
pneumatic conveying system by means of which the 
heavier material is delivered from the machine, the are 
rangement being such that practically all of the air sup 
plied by the fan for the cleaning and classifying and con 
veying operations is collected and returned to the suction 
side of the fan for reuse, thereby eliminating the objec 
tional discharge of tobacco dust laden air into the atmos 
phere through the use of ?lters. 
A further feature of the invention is the provision of 

a pneumatic cleaning and classifying machine, of the 
character described, in which the heavy material is dis 
charged pneumatically from one machine directly into 
the intake of the next machine, or this material may be 
conveyed directly through a tobacco thresher and then 
fed to the next machine by the same pneumatic conveying 
system, thus permitting a series of cleaning and classifying 
machines and tobacco threshers to be connected together 
in line without the use of belt conveyors. 

Other characteristic features and advantages of the in 
vention will appear from the following detailed descrip~ 
tion of the accompanying drawings, in which 

Fig. l is a front elevational view of my improved pneu 
matic cleaning and classifying machine. ~ 

Fig. 2 is a side view of the machine shown in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 3 is a view partlyv in vertical section and partly in 

side elevational of the machine shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 
Fig. 4 is a horizontal sectional view taken substantially 

along the section line 4-4 of Fig. 3, and ’ 
Fig. 5 and 6 are enlarged fragmentary detail views. 
As shown in these drawings, my improved tobacco" 

cleaner and classi?er comprises a casing 5 provided with 
a top opening 6 through which the tobacco product to 
be cleaned and classi?ed is delivered to the upper end 
of a vertical passage 7 bounded on one side by super 
imposed inclined pneumatic classifying chambers 8, 9, 
10 and 11 and on the three remaining sides by the casing 
walls 12 and 13 and the wall 14 of a plenum or'pressure 
tank 15 located within said casing. 
The classifying chambers 8, 9, 10 and 11 are open at 

their upper and lower ends and arranged one directly 
above the other with the top and bottom walls 16 of each 
chamber inclined upwardly from the communicating pas 
sage 7 to a collecting chamber 18, the latter being bounded 
on one side by said classifying chambers and on the three 
remaining sides by the casing walls 12, 13 and 19. 
As here shown in Fig. 3 the arrangement of the classi 

fying chambers S, 9, 10 and 11 is such that the bottom 
wall of each of the chambers d, 9, 10 forms the top wall 
of the next lower chamber. 
The collecting chamber 18 contains a power driven 

‘cylindrical screen 2!} rotatably mounted therein directly 
above a hopper 21 through which classi?ed material ' 
delivered to chamber 18 is directed into a pneumatic con-' 
veying conduit 22 which, as hereinafter described, forms 
part of a pneumatic conveying system by means of which 
the classi?ed material delivered to collecting chamber 18 
is discharged from the machine. ' ' 

The screen 20 is driven by chain drive ‘23, speed, 
7 ‘ reducer 23a and belt drive, 23b or by any other suitable 



r'nism from a motor 51. 

' tion_ by operation of both of saidscrews. ' V V V _ 

lThe mode of operation of the cleaning and classifying, 

' _ V V I - v V V > V 7 7V 

for-n1 of'drivemechanism, from‘ a motor 24 ‘mounted on 
the top wall 25 of casinggS. ‘ ' I I 

Classi?ed material which is‘ pneumatically transported 
through the'classifV-yin'g chambers 18, as hereinafter rdeé ' 
scribed, is projected against the screen 20- and is brushed 

‘ ‘therefrom into the hopper *271 by measles a7bi'urshi26 
(Fig. '3) which is; held against said screen with light pres 
sure by suitable useful applying means suchj-forlexample,‘ V 

t as the, pressure. applying‘ armrlda and spring '27 shown 
7 in Fig. 1. I ~ ‘ '7 ' ~ ' 

One end of screen 20'is closed'and thelother end of 
:said screen is connected; by'an air recirculating conduit 
30, to the'isuction side of a power driven ‘blower or fan 
:31'mounted in the’ lower ‘portiontof casing :S'beneath 
'hopper'21'; Fan 36 is driven by motor 32 through the 

" agency of a belt drive 33 or any’ other‘suitableform of V 
' driving means. ' The pressure side of fan 31 is connected, 7 

by airdelivery conduit '34, to the lowereportiori'of the " 
'plenum'or pressure tankJISJ High velocity jets of, the, 
air thusfsupplied to tank'IS are'deliveredtherefrom to 
the previouslyr'mentioned vertical'passage 7 through a 

‘5 series of nozzles 36, 37, 38, 39;, 40; 41,42. and 43'which, 
V as‘v shown in Fig. 3, constitute part of the wall structure ' 

' 14 of tank '15 andare arranged one above the other. v. j 
> The bottom of vertical passage 7 is formed by'a col 

lecting hopper 44 through which material reaching the 
bottom of said passage is delivered to a verticallyinclined 
pneumatic conveying conduit 45 through which such ma~ 

‘ terial is‘ pneumatically discharged from the machine.v 
Conduit '45 is supplied with air under, pressure ‘from 

fan 31 through an air duct 46 connecting" the lower end 
of conduit 45 ‘to ‘the previously mentioned air delivery 
conduit‘34p The upper end’ of conduit 451is.connec'ted 

I to the tangential inlet 47, of a’ centrifugal separator48 in , 
which the solid material delivered ‘through said conduit 
'is separated from the entraining air and discharged 
through a conventional rotating air-lock outlet 49 forming 
part of said’ separator, the rotor of said air-lock being a 
driven bylchain driveSG or other suitable driving mecha 

The' pneumatic separator 48 
shown in the present instance is of the type’ including a 
rotary screen 52 through which the air delivered to the 

V separator by conduit 45 passes and is thus separated from I 
' the entrained solid material which drops to the air-lock 
outlet 49._ The screen 52 'is'closed at one end anduis 
vdriven from the rotor of the air-lock outlet 4h through'a 
belt drive 54 or other suitable driving means. The other 
end of screen 52 is open'and is connectedby an airtre- ' 
circulating conduit 56 to the ‘previously mentioned air 
recirculating conduit 30 connected between the suction‘ 
side of fan 31 of the previously mentioned screen 20. 

' " . ~ “greases? 
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_. 37 serves to direct the lighter material which slides down ‘7 
the bottomwall 1760f chamber 8 'baekup intothe air 

a second chance to bercarrietd through classifying chamber 
a 8 to collecting chamber 18. At this point his important 3 ~ 

_' to note that the two air jets delivered through nozzles‘ 36 
and 37 conjointly' serve to effect'and maintaina circulating 
or tumbling movement eofrlthe mixture of stripand'steins ' V 

1 at the mouth ‘of’ classifying chamber 8 which enables much ' 

‘ i of the. mixture'and to becarriedlupwardly throughlclassi- -l 
fying'chamber S‘to collecting ‘chamber 18.7 ' The'lighter I 
materialthus delivered to collecting'chamber i8 is’ therein " 

machine described herein will be clearefvrom the follow; 
ing description.’ 7, V V V a 

' The mixture of loose tobacco strips and tobacco stems 
to be treated is introduced into the upper end ofithe ver- ‘a _ 
tical passage’ 7 through'inlet 6; 7 As this mixture ldrops ' 
below'the inlet 6 it is struck’ b'yi'a'high velocity jet of air 
delivered from pressure tankflS through the nozzle 36'; 
This high velocity jet of rairisi‘so directed across passage 7 ' ' 
asvto project‘all but the very'heavy particles of the mix- ‘ 
ture into‘ classifying chamber 8. Some of‘ the lighter ' , 

' strip thus projected into chamber '3 is carried therethrough V 
' bythe air current and delivered torcolle'cting chamber'islc ' - 5 

1 A larger proportion’ of the material projected into ‘classify- 1 
ring chamber 8 lbyrthe air jet delivered through nozzle 36 ~ 7 

drops onto" the 'bottom'wall'1'6 of ‘said chamber-and slides t down’ to the mouth of the said chamber where it 'is'struck ' by a second high' velocity air' jet delivered from pressure ‘ " ' 

tank 15 through nozzle'37.- This secgnd- high velocityjair : jet is directed against a curved de?ecting surface v16;; at; ' _ 

the lower end of bottom wall '16 ‘of classifying chamber, 8 and ‘is de?ected upwardly towards the jet deliveredv 
through nozzle 36, The jet thus delivered throughinozgle 

jet from nozzle 36 where this lightertm'ateriall gets a 

of the'lighter strip to clear itself from the-heavier particles 

separatedfrom the'air stream by rotary screen 21) and 
drops ‘through hopper 211 into pneumatic conveying eon-l ' j 

v duit 22 which is connected to’ a suction fanj;(not shown) 
'orvother sourceto'f suction entirely separate'from the'fan' " l 
31. The‘he'a'vier material which continuesito move'down: » ; 
wardly in rpassagel7 paste.‘ classifying chamber ‘,8 carries’ 
with it a ‘certain: proportion ‘er lighter free ‘strip which is 
separated’ ‘from tthersit'ems in the classifying chambers 9," 
10 ‘and '11 'byrepetitionof the pneumatic procedure ride; " 
scribed in connection with separating chamber 8 andis 
deliveredjtot collecting chamber '18.’ In’ this connection 

7 it maybe explained‘that the heavierfmaterial' andthe 
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The air recirculating conduitst30 and 56 are equipped ‘ 
_ i with adjustable'dampers 57 and 53 for'controlling' the 
flow of air therethroughi The'damper 57 ‘may be ad 
justed through the agency of a‘ belt or chain drive 59 
connecting the shaft of the damper to an’ operating shaft. 
60"equippedwith an operating handle 61'.‘ The damper 
58 'is preferably a conventional type of damper which is 
operated by manual turning of the shaft element carrying a 

7' the damper'plate. ' " I ' 

rAmfurther adjustable damper indicated at 62 is ar 

‘ entrained {strip ‘which ‘travels ‘downwardly beyond ielassi-l 
Vfying chamber 8' is'str'uckby' air jets vwhichrare delivered 
through nozzles; 38 and” and which actonthe‘ material 
to e?ect a tumbling thereof at'theimouth of the classify; 

' ing ‘chamber 9 ‘and to cause‘the lighter portions of the 
" material torbe delivered through. chamber 9, tocollecting 
' chamber '18, 
throughinozzles 38 and 39 act onrthe material passing the ' 
mouth of the classifying chamber 9 in thesame' manner ‘' 
in ‘which theairrjets delivered throughthe nozzles 36‘ 

55 
In other words-the air jets delivered 

l and 37 "act on the ‘material , passing the mouth of: the 

60 

ranged in the pressure tank "15 in the’ inclined position * 
shown in Fig. ,3. ~ This damper may be warped or may be 
bodilyehifted to diiferent inclined positions by means of 
two'positioning ‘screws 63 whichlare rotatably supported 
by the casing wall 64 in threaded engagement with said 
damper. Only one screw 63 is shown in the present 

are employed and are threadedly engaged with-the damper 

classifying chamber 8. ‘This is also true of the airvjets 
which are delivered through the nozzles 40: and 41 to act " '7 
on 'thetmaterial passing the mouth of classifyingehamber 

' and the air jets delivered through ‘nozzles 427l'and 43 
to act: on the ‘material passing the mouth of the lower-'7‘ 

' most classifying'ehamber 11. a ' 

.The'heavier Jmate'rial,_'consisting mainlyoflcleaniandi f 
‘ dirty stems which droptto the. bottom offpassagegj is l 
' delivered through'hopper 44m conduit 45 and is" pneu 

adjacent an opposite end portionrthereof. "This permits ' 
the damper 62 to be warped by ‘operation'of either screws , 
63 or to be moved bodily to di?erent‘positions of inclina 

75 

'_ _ ,_ j V V V g V '7 'matically conveyed to the separator 48'from which the ' 

drawings but it will be understood, that two such screws ' ' ‘ air separated from’ such material isreturned through con 
duit 56 to the suction side of fan' 31Vfor reuse'together 
withjthevair which is returned to the suction side of said 
fan from thescreen '20 arranged in collecting chamber :18. 
. from the foregoing it will be seen that :the .presentf V 
invention provides two parallel conveying systems through > 
which the lighter and heavierproducts of the separation’ 



assess’? 
effected in the machine are separately conveyed therefrom, 
the air circuits of the two systems being interconnected so’ 
that practically all of the material conveying air passing 
therethrough is recirculated back to the fan 31 for reuse, 
thus avoiding the objectionable discharge of relatively 
large volumes of used tobacco‘dust laden air to the at~ 
mosphere. 
The relatively small amount of air bled from the ma 

chine through conduit 22 is air which enters the machine 
through the inlet 6, leakage cracks at the transparent in 
spection windows 66 and at other points of leakage. It 
will thus be seen that suction conduit 22 serves to maintain 
a slight negative pressure in the casing 5 and to change the 
air in the casing in addition to conveying the cleaning 
strips from the machine. 
Transparent panels 67 are preferably provided at both 

sides of the machine so that the separating process in 
the upper parts of the separating chambers 8, 9, 10 and 11 
may be observed to facilitate adjustment of the machine. 
The machine is also provided with suitable doors 68 and 
69 to give access to the compartments housing the fan 31 
and its operating motor 32. 
The adjustable damper 62 located in pressure tank 15 

serves a two-fold purpose. It divides the pressure cham 
ber into compartments B and C and creates a pressure dif 
ferential between these compartments. It also serves to 
equalise pressures in compartment C' so that substantially 
uniform velocities are obtained throughout the length of 
the jets 37 to 43 inclusive, which extend substantially from 
the wall 12 tothe wall 13 of casing 5. By adjusting 
damper 62 to vary the opening B’ at the top of compart 
ment B the air velocity in conduit 45 may be raised or 
lowered to a considerable extent. 

It is important to note here that by appropriate setting 
of the damper 62 in pressure tank 15 and the damper 57 
in air recirculating conduit 30 it is possible to adjust the 
air velocities in classifying chambers 8, 9, 10 and 11 with 
out appreciably altering the air velocity in conduit 45. 
By employing the positioning screws 63 to effect an 

appropriate twisting or warping of damper 62 it is possible 
to increase or decrease the effective area of the opening B’ 
of compartment B at one side of the pressure tank as 
compared with the area of said opening at the opposite 
side of said tank. 

Adjustment of damper 57 in air recirculating conduit 30 
is normally the only means employed to compensate for 
different conditions of the product being classi?ed. Par 
tial closure of this damper 57 reduces the air velocity in 
all of the classifying chambers 8, 9, 10 and 11 whereas 
wider opening of said damper increases the air velocity 
in said classifying chambers. . 
Damper 58 in air recirculating conduit 56 is used fo 

controlling the velocity in conduit 45 through which ma 
terial dropping to the bottom of vertical passage 7 is 
delivered to separator 48. This damper 58 and the 
damper 62 in tank 15 are normally used only for initial 
adjustments of the machine to suit the product being 
treated and should not need to be changed while the 
machine is in operation. 
The various jet nozzles 36 to 43 inclusive are preferably 

formed and mounted as illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. 
As here shown each nozzle is formed by upper and lower 
stream-lined nozzle members 71 and 72 mounted for 
swinging movement in a vertical plane to vary either the 
effective area of the nozzles or the direction of the air 
jets delivered therethrough. The nozzle members 71 and 
72 are carried by supporting and adjusting rods 73 which 
are rotatably mounted in the walls 12 and 13 of casing 5 
and are secured in adjusted position by clamping nuts '74. 
The ?ow of air from tank 15 through the nozzles 36 to 43 
inclusive is stream-lined by means of appropriately curved 
de?ectors 75 carried by the nozzle supporting wall 14 of 
tank 15. Suitable sealing strips 77 are also clamped to 
wall 14 in sealing contact with the component members 
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71 and 72. of. the .nozzles as shown to advantage in Figures. 
5} and 6 in order to'con?ne'the discharge’of airfr'om the 
tank 15 to the jet passages provided by and between the 
component nozzle members 71 and 72 of each'nozzlef 
These sealing members 77 are clamped between clamping’ 
plates 78 and opposing portions of the wall 14 of tank 15. 

De?ectors 79 are preferably attached to the wall 14 of 
tank 15 so as to overlie the jet nozzles in the manner shown 
in Figs. 3 and 6. Certain of these de?ectors are provided 
with attaching ?anges which are secured to the wall 14 of 
tank 15 to provide the previously mentioned clamping 
plates 78 by means of which certain of the sealing strips 
77 are secured in place. 

It will be noted that the top portion of each of the 
classifying chambers extends in a vertical direction. This 
has the effect of preventing heavier particles which have 
been given a high initial velocity by the air jet nozzles 
from escaping from the upper ends of the classifying 
chamber due to this high initial velocity. Consequently, 
only that material that can be lifted vertically by the sub 
stantially uniform velocity of air in the vertically extending 
portions of the classifying chambers can escape from the 
upper ends of said chambers. ' 
The embodiments of the invention in which an exclusive 

property or privilege is claimed are de?ned as follows: 
1. A pneumatic cleaning and classifying machine of 

the character described comprising a casing provided with 
a vertical passage and with an inlet opening through which 
a descending stream of the material to .be classi?ed is 
delivered to the upper portion of said vertical passage, a 
plurality of pneumatic classifying chambers arranged one 
above the other within said casing at one side of said 
vertical passage and having their lower inlet end in open 
communication with said vertical passage, the said classi 
fying chambers being inclined upwardly to terminate in 
vertically directed open ended discharge outlets arranged 
in horizontal levels one above the other, a collecting cham 
ber located in the upper portion of said casing above the 
top level of said vertical passage within which the upper 
open ends of said classifying chambers terminate, a pres 
sure tank located at the side of said vertical passage re 
mote from said classifying chambers, a plurality of ad 
justable jet nozzles in the wall of said vertical chamber 
opposite to the lower openings of said classifying cham 
bers, said nozzles directing high velocity jets of air from 
the said pressure tank against the stream of material ?ow 
ing downwardly in said vertical passage, an air impeller 
having its pressure side connected to the lower portion‘ of 
said pressure tank to supply compressed air thereto and 
having its suction side connected to said collecting chamg 
ber to form a closed air circuit, a screen arranged in ‘said 
collecting chamber so that the air delivered to the collect-v 
ing chamber from the classifying chambers is forced-to 
pass through said screen before being delivered to the‘ suc 
tion side of the air impeller, a collecting hopper at the 
lower end of said vertical passage, a material separator‘, a 
conduit connecting the lower end of said collecting hopper 
with said material separator, and a pressure air passage 
from the pressure side of said air impeller connected to 
the lower end of said collecting hopper and with said 
conduit. 

2. A pneumatic cleaning and classifying machine of the 
character described comprising a casing provided witha, 
vertical passage and with an inlet opening through which a 
descending stream of the material to be classi?ed is de 
livered to the upper portion of said vertical passage, a 
plurality of pneumatic classifying chambers arranged one 
above the other within said casing at one side of saidv 
vertical passage and having their lower inlet ends in open 
communication ‘with said vertical passage, the said classify 
ing chambers being inclined upwardly to terminate in 
vertically directed open ended discharge outlets arranged 
in horizontal levels one above the other, a collecting cham— 
ber located in the upper portion of said casing above the, 



: topjlevel for an vérimn passage’ within which at upper 
open ‘ends ‘of said classifying chambers terminate, apres-r 
sur'e‘tank located at one side of said vertical‘ passage ire; 

V' mote fromsaid classifying, chambers, a plurality of pairs 
1 of, jet nozzles through which high'velocity jets of air are 
Z,delivered from said tank and‘ directed against the down 

, , ?owing stream of, material .to project particles of said ma- " 
' terial into said classifying chambers so that certain of the 

particles thus delivered'to the ‘classifying chambers are 
separated from the other particles'and pneumatically'con 

' 'Yeyed'to and through the discharge openings‘of said chain, 
(hers, each of said classifying 'chambersincluding a bottom. 
: wall having itsupper surface of its lower end portion con 
cavely curved and; the nozzles of each‘pair being arranged 
oneabove the other opposite the inlet opening of one of 
said classifying chambers ‘with theupper nozzlerarranged 

_ to direct an-iipper jet stair directly into‘the' material 
receiving space between the top and bottom walls of the 

; classifying ,ehamber and the lower nozzle arranged to 
a 7' directia jet of’ air against the concavely curved surface of 

' the bottom “wall of the classifying chamber,- an air impeller 
having'its pressure side‘ connectedlto' the lower portion of 

i said pressure tank to supply compressedgair' thereto, and 
, having its suction sideconnected to sai'd'collecting chain! 
her, to form a closed air circuit,‘ a screen arranged in said 
collecting chamber so that the air delivered to the ‘collect 
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ing chamber from the classifying chambers is forced to j 
V pzlssthrough said screen before being delivered‘to the 
suctionside' of the airrimpeller, ‘a collecting hopper at the 
lower end 'of said vertical passagega material separator, a 
conduit connecting the lower, end of said collecting hopper 
with said material separator, a pressure airpassage from 

i the pressure side: of said air impeller connected to the 
‘ lower end of said collecting hopper and ‘with said conduit, 
and'an adjustable damper in said pressure tank dampening 
theri?ow. of pressure air, from ‘said air impeller to,‘ the‘ 
upper portion of said pressure tank and to said nozzles. 

'3. A pneumatic cleaning and classifying machine of the 
character ‘described comprising a'casing providedwith'a, 

, ' vertical passage and with an inlet opening through which'a 
'Vjdesce'nding stream of the material to ‘be classi?ed is de 
'' ,livered to the upperportion of said; passage, a plurality‘ 
of pneumatic classifyingjchambers arranged one above the 
other withinsaid casingiand atone side of said vertical 

7 I passage, said classifying chambers ‘inclining upwardly 
from-saidpassage, andvbeing open at both ends, a collect. 
ing chamber at the upper ends of said classifying chambers 

, and communicating therewith, a pressure tank located at 
the side of said vertical passage remote from'said classify- a 
ing chambers, a plurality of jet nozzles through which high 
velocity :jets of air are directed from said pressure tank 
against the stream of material ?owing downwardly in said 
vertical passage, an air impeller having itsipressure side 
connected to thelower portion of said pressure ‘tank to 
‘supply, compressed air thereto and having its suction side 
connected to said collecting chamber, a screen arranged 
in said collecting 'ch'ainber‘so that the, air delivered to the 
collecting chamber from the classifying'chamber's is forced 
to pass throughsaid screen'before being delivered to the 
suction side of thelair impeller, and a pneumatic convey~ 
ing conduit having one end connected to receive ,air under 
pressure from the pressure side of said air impeller and 
being provided, adjacent said end, with, a material 're 
ceiving opening through, which material falling to ,the 

' bottom of said vertical passage is delivered to said conduit. 

35 

"5; A tot-sat, cleaningijand"classifying, machine-as set‘ 
forth in ‘claim a, includingfanadjustable,damper-dividing ’ 
the lower'portion or the pressure chamber‘into twosom-T 
partments opening7into 
chamber. ' 

6IA tobacco cleaning and classifying machinei‘asfset', 
forth in claim 3, including an ‘adjustable damper dividingi 
thelower'portion of'the pressurev chamber; into twefcom- _ ' 

V partments'openingiinto the upper portion of, the pressure‘ 
chamber, andradjusting screws connected tofsaid damper, ' 
for effecting warping or'ibodilyradjustinent‘ thereof.’ 

‘ ,7. A tobacco cleaning and classifyingmachineasset i 
forth in claim 3, includinga pneumatic conduitconne‘cted ' 
to said collecting chamber tolconvey material, therefrom. 

V 8. A tobacco cleaning and classifyingmachinerasset ‘ 
forth in claim 3, includingan/ adjustable damper dividing 
the lower portion of the pressure damper. intotwocom-i 
partments communicating at the upper‘edge ofithedamper , 
with the space in the upper portioniof said pressurezcham- V in 
her, said‘dam'per' comprising a flat plate extending obliquei ' _ 
ly across'the lower? portion of the pressure, chamber and a ' ' 
supported at its lower edge and adjusting screws extending 
inwardly through a wall of said casing and having ‘threaded ' ' 
engagement with said damper plate, saida'djusting-screws' 
being positioned adjacent opposite. endslof said plate. 

9. A pneumatic cleaning “and classifying machine; of' 
the 'character'described‘comprising a~plur-ality of=super 
imposed inclined pneumatic classifying ‘,chamherslhav- > 2 
ing inlet "openings at, their§lowercnds and discharge 7 ‘ 
openings at their upper ends, means, for-‘conducting aj." 
flowing stream of material to be classified vdownwardly , 
past the inletopenings of said’ classifying chambers,fa 
pressure tank, positioned voppositeandin‘ spaced relaé ‘ 
tionwto the lower ends of said classifying?chambers, Ia ‘ 
plurality of'pairs" of jet nozzles through which highr'ive 

' locity jets of air are deliver-edffrom saiditankf'and di 
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vrecteel against down ?owingstreamiof material tofproject, 
particles ’ of saidfmaterial into said’lclassifying-c ambers ' 
so that certain of wthe‘particles thus’ delivereagmme 
separating chambers are separated from the btherlpan, 1 7 
ticles and pneumatica'llyiconveyed'to andthroug'h ,thetdis-j ' ‘ 
charge openings vof'saidchambers, each ‘of saidrclassify; ' , 
ing chambers including, 1a bottemnau having the upper, ~V 7' 
surfaces of its/lower end portion 'c'o‘ncavelyqcurved and, 
the nozzles of each'pair being arrangedione abovethe 

, other opposite the inlet opening’ of one of'saidclassifying 
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4. A tobacco cleaningrand classifying machine as set, ' 
forth in claim 3, including a separator to which the other 
end of ‘said pneumatic conveying conduit is ‘connected, air 
recirculating conduit means through which air, delivered 
‘to said, separator by said pneumaticair conveying conduit 
is returned to' the suction side of ‘said air impellerand a, 
screen arranged in said separator so that the air, deliveredi 
to the separator from said'conveying conduit is‘forced to, 
pass through said screen before being returned to the suc*_ 
tion side of said ‘air impeller. A ' ' ' ' 75 

chambers with the-upper nozzle arrangedfto‘direct an, 
upper'j'et of airdire‘ctlyint'o the materialfreceiving space 
between the top and bottom 'walls of the: classifying chant?‘ 
her and the lower nozzle arrangedto direct sister 'air 
against the concave'ly curved surface of the bottom wall 
of the classifying chamber, ,an'air impeller having‘it's 
pressure side connected, ‘to the lower port-ionf'of said '? l 
pressurechamber, a pneumatic, conveyin'g'conduitjto 
which, material passing downwardlybeyond the ‘lower 
most of said‘: classifying chambers ‘is delivered, said 
pneumatic conveying conduit having one end connected 
to the pressurerside of 'said'air impeller itoreceive com- : 
pressed air therefrom‘and-anvadjustable damper arranged 
in said pressure tankfand dividing the lower ‘portion there 
of; into two compartments; opening into the upper portion 
I f said pressure'tank. ' ' " ' ' ' ' i ‘ ' " 

10. A, tobacco ‘cleaning ‘and classifying machine'of the I 
character described comprising'a casing, provided with i 
a vertical, passage ‘and an inlet openingthrough which 
a descending stream 
delivered to the upper end ‘of said passage; arplurality of 
pneumatic classifying chambers arranged, ‘one above the 
other within the said 'c‘asingfandr at one sidejof'said' 
vertical passage, a'pressurei chamber located atthepop 

,p'osite ‘side of said passage, air impellerhavingitsdise 7 
charge side connected to 'thelowerporti0n of said pres- , 
sure chamber, ‘and a' plurality ofa‘djustable' jet‘nozzles 
through which high velocity jets of air are delivered from 
said pressnre'chamber across said vertical: passage, and 

the :uppejrportien; of the, pressure ‘ 

‘of the material to‘ be, classified is’ 
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into said classifying chambers, each of said jet nozzles 
being formed by upper and lower nozzle members 
mounted for swinging movement in a vertical plane to 
vary either the effective area of the nozzles 01' the direc 
tion of the air jet delivered therethrough. 

11. A tobacco cleaning and classifying machine _, as 
set forth in claim 10, in which the component nozzle 
members of each nozzle are carried by supporting and 
adjusting rods rotatably mounted in opposite walls of 
said casing. 

12. A tobacco cleaning and classifying machine as set 
forth in claim 10, including curved de?ectors arranged 
within the pressure tank to provide stream-lined con 
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'10 
verging approach passages through which air is directed 
from the tank to and through the nozzle openings af 
forded by the upper and lower nozzle members of each 
nozzle. 
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